Zaplox Premium Level 2 & 3 | Mobile Guest App

A Contact-Free Mobile Guest Journey with
Mobile Booking, Check-in & Payment
Zaplox Premium is a custom-branded guest app that enables
hotels to create a contactless and touch-free mobile guest
journey that improves guest safety while streamlining staff
efficiency and generating new revenue opportunities.
The app provides everything your hotel needs to deliver a safe and
convenient mobile guest journey with mobile check-in/checkout,
mobile keys, room service requests, folio review and payment—in
one seamless, custom branded app that is fully integrated with the
leading PMS and lock systems.
Pre-stay, the app can be used to increase direct bookings and
sales of add-on services and special packages with positive impact
on the hotel’s bottomline. Once the room is booked, the hotel can
use the app to communicate health safety protocols and other
important arrival information. Guests are prompted to check-in
remotely and can use their phone to unlock the hotel room door
and other hotel facilities. During the stay, guests can use the app’s
chat function to communicate with staff to order room service or
make spa and gym appointments. At departure, the app provides
contact-free checkout with folio review and mobile payment.
Zaplox Premium comes in three different levels that allows hotels to
gradually add new functionality at their own pace.

 Mobile check-in with guest registration

reduces front desk interaction and 		
crowds in the lobby

 A mobile key is used to access the

hotel room and other facilities– no 		
need to handle plastic key cards

 Easily share the mobile key with other 		
guests electronically

 Chat with hotel staff to request room 		
service, make dinner reservations, 		
and spa appointments

 View the hotel’s special promotions 		
and packages in the app

 Review charges, checkout, and pay 		
directly in the app

 Conveniently book the next stay via the app
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Turnkey Mobile Guest Journey & Self-Service Solutions
Zaplox helps hoteliers deliver a contact-free guest experience while streamlining staff efficiency and generating new revenue
opportunities with mobile check-in/checkout, mobile keys and personalized guest communication – powered by Zaplox’s mobile
guest app and self-service kiosk with integration to leading PMS and lock systems.
Zaplox Mobile Key
App (Level 1)

Product overview

Enables hotels to
offer a mobile key
instead of a plastic
key card in order
to create a safer,
contact-free guest
experience.

Zaplox Premium
(Level 2)

Allows hotels to
custom-build a
safe, contact-free
mobile guest journey
with PMS and lock
integration.

Zaplox Premium
(Level 3)

Zaplox SDK

Zaplox Kiosk

Adds mobile payment
to the custom-built,
safe, contact-free
mobile guest journey
with PMS and lock
integration

Enables hotels to
add mobile check-in/
checkout with mobile
keys to their existing
app with integration to
PMS and locks.

Kiosk solution for
hotels that want to
offer digital check-in/
checkout with the
ability for guests to
encode their own
keycard on arrival and
make payments.
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